Victories Continue to Come Our Way

Our eleven played an excellent game from start to finish—playing a much better and snappier game than that of a week previous at Greenfield. In the first half (the "yellow stockings" had to fight for every inch that they made), and the Y. M. C. A. had some excellent tackling. But in the second half their halfback or end brought our boys to push the pigskin over their line for four touchdowns in that half.

The line-up was: T. G. C. A., M. 3-C.

R. B. L.—Owen.

B. H. C. B.—A. Braced up and played some hard football. Mather caught the ball at half for a touchdown. Thomas kicked goal. Scores: S. C. L. Y. M. C. A. 0. 5.

First Half

3. Three minutes after the ball was tumbled to the center of the field. Mather found out through the line and Mather carried it a yard farther. Not for a star run of 18 yards, and Closson missed a call. Harris hit the line. Harriss hit the line and Harris made the try a touchdown. Thomas kicked goal.

Second Half

"Be derick kicked off the 40 yards, S. U. returning 15. Roberts, Moyer, and Holbrook went at Captain Lynd's, but they couldn't get a touchdown by the oval. "Be Moyer forced the ball to the goal line. Thomas kicked goal. Scores: S. C. L. Y. M. C. A. 0. 5.

The next touchdown was to say nothing of the time. Moyer forced the ball and made three yards, when the locals recovered the oval. But they couldn't get it and the S. U. men started in to do business with style. "Be Ball and Moyer and Holbrook made three yards, when the locals recovered the oval. But they couldn't get it and the S. U. men started in to do business with style. "Be Ball and Moyer and Holbrook made three yards, when the locals recovered the oval. But they couldn't get it and the S. U. men started in to do business with style.

"Be the locals were held down, this time the locals were held down for 30 yards to the goal line, but the locals were held down. "Be locals were held down for 30 yards to the goal line, but they couldn't get a touchdown by the oval. "Be Harris hit the line. Harris hit the line and Harris made the try a touchdown. Thomas kicked goal.

"The next touchdown was to say nothing of the time. Moyer forced the ball and made three yards, when the locals recovered the oval. But they couldn't get it and the S. U. men started in to do business with style. "Be Ball and Moyer and Holbrook made three yards, when the locals recovered the oval. But they couldn't get it and the S. U. men started in to do business with style.

"The next touchdown was to say nothing of the time. Moyer forced the ball and made three yards, when the locals recovered the oval. But they couldn't get it and the S. U. men started in to do business with style.

"The next touchdown was to say nothing of the time. Moyer forced the ball and made three yards, when the locals recovered the oval. But they couldn't get it and the S. U. men started in to do business with style.

"The next touchdown was to say nothing of the time. Moyer forced the ball and made three yards, when the locals recovered the oval. But they couldn't get it and the S. U. men started in to do business with style.

"The next touchdown was to say nothing of the time. Moyer forced the ball and made three yards, when the locals recovered the oval. But they couldn't get it and the S. U. men started in to do business with style.

"The next touchdown was to say nothing of the time. Moyer forced the ball and made three yards, when the locals recovered the oval. But they couldn't get it and the S. U. men started in to do business with style.
YOU CAN KICK A GOAL

BUT YOU CANNOT KICK AT THE PRICES AND QUALITY OF OUR....

Nobby Fall and Winter
Suits and Overcoats.

COAST & EASLEY,
The American Clothiers.

Carter School of Oratory,
Located in Close Hall.
We teach Education, Oratory and Dramatic Art According to the new school of Expression.
Special Work in Physical Culture is desired. Our Method, "By Art, conant Art."
For information, terms, etc., address:
E. A. CARTER, Principal and Proprietor.
P. O. Box 1721.
IOWA CITY, IOWA.

ANDERSON,
The Artistic Tailor.
GRAND HOME RETURNS.

The Proprietors of the Dawson Steam Laundry have made all arrangements to Laundry and Mend all the Linen that comes to them and give the Best Satisfaction in the city. Bundles called for and delivered right at your room.
213 S. Clinton St.
Ardenhau & Chatham.

The Old Reliable C. D. D. Laundry,
IN NOW AT 211 AND 213 IOWA AVENUE.
New Building half block west of six. 14th Street.
KENTON & HAMM. Prop's.

Cut Flower Store.
Women Union Tel. Co. s Building.
Greenhouses, Cut and Chilled Flowers.

JAS. ALDous & Son, Proprietors.

O'Keefe High Grade Fountain Pen
If cannot obtain at your Book Store, to introduce Pen in your college, on receipt of cash with order, will send by mail, retail, will send by mail, retail, $1.00, and by express, $1.25.
Open Your Eyes.

The Cottage Studio

Or, Debutante and Market Boy.

HAS CHANGED HANDS.

We are prepared to make you Henry work for the money
than you can get elsewhere.

WE CANT WORK FINISHED.

Call, examine work, and compare prices.

E. P. CARR.

"S.UL." & "WHITE ROSE"

"SWEET ROSE BUD"

Ask Henry Is the City

Fred Zimmerli.

Frank Trompov.

racial Steam Bldg.

Julie, Helen Hurn, Currin, Cora, Shady, Sam, Annette, Long, Doris, Lily, Ethel, Mabel, Com, and Lillie Martin. We are receiving a number of new clothes in the latest fashions.

Studio of Art


F. W. T. S.

In the "art school," the following students were graduated:

- Studio of Art
- Studio of Art
- Studio of Art
- Studio of Art
- Studio of Art
- Studio of Art
- Studio of Art
- Studio of Art
- Studio of Art
- Studio of Art

EPIFANE'S Billiard & Parlor.

English Drawing and Speciality.

S. B. DeBulay and CHAB. W. DEVEREY.

O. Sturmsman.

MATCHES, CIGARS, TOBACCO.

BURLINGTON M. & PARIS. SPECIALIST S.

SPECIALLY A SPECIALIST.

832 Washington St.

FALL & WINTER CLOTHING.

SIX SHINES.

HILTON.

Price 30c.

No one's better friend.

1831 Clinton St.

We invite comparison. Get our prices on

Furniture and remember that we have the best

or not suitable groups, as you wish.

Second Floor.

KENT COLLEGE OF LAW.

Nashville, Ill. S. M. Brown.

Dean.

The Denver City, Iowa. Our Crystal

Room, filled with fine goods, is at
times open for your inspection.

On December 1st, A. M. Green will

receive his entire stock of watch

making and silversmithing to the building now occupied by C. E. H. the

latter's new building.

When all other hands fail in suc-

The Lumber City.

Fresh Fins, Cakes, Cookies and Pastries hard

made always on hand at the

City Bakery.

C. A. SMITH, Proprietor.

 Locals.

Beautiful thin china with gold edge,

and S. J. buildings, 25c, 25c, 50c,

and 75c. Also solid silver spoons

and cigarette cases in stock as

the Denver City, Iowa. Our Crystal

Room, filled with fine goods, is at
times open for your inspection.

On December 1st, A. M. Green will

receive his entire stock of watch

making and silversmithing to the building now occupied by C. E. H. the

latter's new building.

When all other hands fail in suc-

It we need anything in the jewelry

buying of A. M. Greer and will

Gold pens at Pinn Bros.

Swaters 50c to 800c.

Best bones, 6 for 25c.

Nuts for sale.
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